This report describes the Spherical Particle Exchange Model (SPEM), which simulates exchange of one hydrogen isotope by another hydrogen isotope in a spherical metal hydride particle. This is one of the fundamental physical processes during isotope exchange in a bed of spherical metal particles and is thus one of the key components in any comprehensive physics-based model of exchange. There are two important physical processes in the model. One is the entropy of mixing between the two isotopes; the entropy of mixing is increased by having both isotopes randomly placed at interstitial sites on the lattice and thus impedes the exchange process. The other physical process is the elastic interaction between isotope atoms on the lattice. The elastic interaction is the cause for -phase formation and is independent of the isotope species.
Abstract
This report describes the Spherical Particle Exchange Model (SPEM), which simulates exchange of one hydrogen isotope by another hydrogen isotope in a spherical metal hydride particle. This is one of the fundamental physical processes during isotope exchange in a bed of spherical metal particles and is thus one of the key components in any comprehensive physics-based model of exchange. There are two important physical processes in the model. One is the entropy of mixing between the two isotopes; the entropy of mixing is increased by having both isotopes randomly placed at interstitial sites on the lattice and thus impedes the exchange process. The other physical process is the elastic interaction between isotope atoms on the lattice. The elastic interaction is the cause for -phase formation and is independent of the isotope species.
In this report the coupled diffusion equations for two isotopes in the -phase hydride are solved. A key concept is that the diffusion of one isotope depends not only on its concentration gradient, but also on the concentration gradient of the other isotope. Diffusion rate constants and the chemical potentials for deuterium and hydrogen in the -phase hydride are reviewed because these quantities are essential for an accurate model of the diffusion process. Finally, a summary of some of the predictions from the SPEM model are provided. Figure 8 : H or D isotope evolution from all cases compared. Case 1 is the black curve on all three plots to provide reference. Case 2 (increased deuterium diffusion rate) shows an increased deuterium evolution rate (blue curve). Case 3 (decreased deuterium loading) shows a decreased deuterium evolution rate, but increased hydrogen evolution rate (red curve). 
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Introduction
Here, the Spherical Particle Exchange Model (SPEM) is described. The SPEM code simulates exchange of one hydrogen isotope for another hydrogen isotope in a spherical metal or metal hydride particle. This is one of the fundamental physical processes during isotope exchange in a bed of spherical metal particles and is thus one of the key components in a comprehensive physics-based model of exchange.
There have been a number of models created for hydrogen exchange in a bed, but none of them treat the exchange process in the metal particles with the fidelity of this model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In the SPEM model, the interaction between the two isotopes in the interstitial sites of the metal hydride is described with a fundamental physical model rather than with phenomenological parameters. The SPEM model includes the important fact that diffusion of one isotope (say hydrogen) depends not only on the concentration gradient of hydrogen, but also on the concentration gradient of deuterium. Thus for example the diffusion equations can be written:
where
) is the concentration gradient, and the diffusion rates, D KK' (cm 2 /s), include cross-terms [10] . SPEM solves this coupled diffusion equation subject to a boundary condition of the concentrations of the two isotopes in the nearsurface region. Here, slightly smoothed step functions are generally supplied for the boundary condition to avoid discontinuities. However, in a unified model of exchange, the boundary conditions would be coupled to models of gas flow, surface adsorption, and uptake of surface species in the near-surface region.
In writing this report there are two primary goals: One is to derive the equations and detail the physical processes involved in the model; the other is to document the sources of experimentally known quantities, especially diffusion rates and chemical potentials of hydrogen isotopes in betaphase palladium hydride (-Pd) that are required as input to the model. A final goal is to identify conditions under which the exchange of isotopes by bulk diffusion in palladium may be a ratelimiting process in a working exchange bed and to examine the "isotope effect" when hydrogen evolution (not exchange) by deuterium (H→D) could faster than deuterium evolution by hydrogen (D→H).
Consider the interdiffusion of two species on a lattice; this provides the framework for the following sections that review the experimental data upon which SPEM is based.
Interdiffusion of Two Species on a Lattice
To generalize from the well-known case of a single species diffusing to the case of two or more interdiffusing species, the discussion is formulated in terms of the chemical potential and mobility for each species. For a single diffusing species at moderate concentrations, the diffusion flux of hydrogen can be written in two different ways:
where µ H (erg/mol) is the chemical potential of hydrogen, and M H (mol⋅s/g or mol⋅cm 2 /erg⋅s) is the mobility of hydrogen. Equation (2) defines the mobility for hydrogen as:
A closely related concept is the dimensionless thermodynamic factor, , defined as the derivative of the activity of hydrogen in palladium:
where the dimensionless activity is: (6) and substituting the preceding equation into (3) specifies that
The Einstein diffusion rate is a concentration independent diffusion rate (e.g., used to describe self diffusion) related to the Fickian diffusion rate by
The Einstein diffusion rate obeys an Arrhenius law and may be written as:
Finally, at higher concentration in -Pd, site-blocking becomes increasingly important as the number of vacancies in the lattice becomes small. Site blocking reduces the overall diffusion rate, but does not affect the Einstein diffusion rate or the mobility. The Fickian diffusion rate at high concentrations is:
For high concentrations and a single diffusing species, Fick's law becomes:
The alternative formulation in terms of chemical potentials is:
The preceding equation is adopted because it is readily adapted to the case of two isotopes. For two isotopes, the concentration of vacancies is replaced by
The mobility term is unchanged.
For two interdiffusing species, the important point is that the chemical potential of H depends not only on the concentration of H, but also on the concentration of D. The chemical potential is
and the diffusion equations for the two isotopes become coupled:
.
Next, the experimental estimation of the chemical potentials and the mobilities for hydrogen and deuterium in the -Pd are described.
Chemical Potentials of Hydrogen and Deuterium
Fugacity of Hydrogen Gas
At high pressures and at low temperatures, hydrogen, deuterium and tritium depart from the ideal gas law. This behavior is not a direct component in this model, however it is important when estimating chemical potentials and mobilities, which are inputs to SPEM. The ranges of pressure and temperature where non-ideal gas behavior becomes significant are identified. For such pressures and temperatures, the activities of hydrogen and deuterium will no longer equal the partial pressures of the gases. This would affect the boundary conditions for the SPEM model if it this behavior is incorporated into a multi-physics simulation of a system at high pressures and low temperature.
Because the SPEM model is concerned only with solid-state diffusion, fugacity enters only indirectly. However, state-of-the-art measurements of diffusion rates and of pressure, composition, and temperature (PCT) curves generally include pressures and temperatures for which hydrogen isotopes depart from ideal gas behaviors. To reach high stoichiometries, for PdH, high pressures must be applied and under these conditions the gas-phase equation of state deviates significantly from the ideal gas law. The conditions for which fugacity is not equal to pressure and in which non-ideal gas behavior must be included in a physical model of exchange are identified. Figure 1 summarizes the range of pressure and temperature for which non-ideal gas behavior must be incorporated in the exchange process. Fisher [11] defined the range of temperatures and pressures for which non-ideal gas behavior becomes important by fitting compressibility with a virial expansion. For a mole of an ideal gas, PV = RT; however, for a real gas PV = ZRT where Z is the dimensionless compressibility, which is estimated using a series expansion:
, 1 .
Fugacity is computed as:
A contour plot of the fugacity of hydrogen as a function of pressure and temperature is shown in Figure 1 . The contours indicate the degree to which the range of pressures and temperatures yield non-ideal behavior.
Chemical Potential of Mixing
Other inputs required for SPEM are the chemical potentials for H and D in Pd, which are composed of two contributors: that due to mixing, and that from elastic and electronic interactions. Recall that three species are considered on the lattice, hydrogen, deuterium, and vacancies. Denote the total number of hydrogen atoms occupying sites as N H , with the numbers of deuterium atoms and vacancies being N D and N V , respectively. The total number of sites is
Boltzmann's equation gives the entropy of mixing as [12] :
where  is the total number of atomics permutations corrected for the fact that hydrogen atoms are indistinguishable (and likewise for N D and N V ):
The gas constant is equal to Boltzmann's constant, k B (erg/K), times Avogadro's number and n H , n D and n V are the number of moles of hydrogen, deuterium, and vacancies. The total number of moles of lattice sites is n = n H + n D + n V .
The Gibbs free energy of mixing is:
The mixing components of the chemical potential for the isotopes are obtained by differentiating the Gibbs free energy with respect to isotope concentration:
The mobilities are defined in terms of partial derivative of the chemical potential with respect to concentrations as in (12) 
Chemical Potential due to Elastic and Electronic Interactions
The second factor affecting the chemical potential of hydrogen isotopes in Pd is the excess chemical potential due to electronic and elastic effects. The quantity of interest is the excess chemical potential for hydrogen in -Pd (or deuterium in palladium deuteride), which can be obtained from PCT measurements [11, 13] .
Wolfer et al. [14] present a detailed analysis based on the work of Lässer and Powell [15] . For -PdH, the chemical potential for hydrogen isotopes in the metal is:
The partial Gibbs free energy at infinite dilution, 
They also concluded that the excess chemical potential is independent of both temperature and isotope. Thus, (23) is applicable to hydrogen, deuterium, and tritium. Based on this result, we assume that the elastic and electronic interactions are also independent of isotope, thus 
Unknown parameters D 0,H (cm 2 /s) and E 0,H (erg/mol), were fit to the log data (to apply suitable weighting to the errors) of Majorowski and Baranowski [16, Figures 1 and 3] . Table 1 lists the best-fit values. Figure 2 plots the digitized data along with the fitted rates from (28). The reader will notice that measured diffusion rates actually decrease for lower stoichiometry and temperature. This observation is not well understood by the original authors or by the present authors. Equation (28) is identical to the equations used by Majorowski and Baranowski [16, Eqns. 12, 13, 15, and 16 ] to analyze their data. It would, of course, be possible to simply fit the data with an arbitrary curve, but it would then not be possible to extend the model to the case of mixed isotope diffusion and the equation would lose its physics-based meaning. Note that the maximum error in the fitted diffusion rates is approximately a factor of 10 , which is roughly equivalent to how the diffusion rate changes with a 20-K change in temperature. Although such temperature changes are possible in actual exchange reactions, this physics-based fit should provide acceptable results in a multiphysics simulation. 
Calculation Coupled Diffusion Rates
There is now sufficient information to calculated the coupled diffusion rates D (7) into (8) and then into (9) yields the mobility of hydrogen as:
Now, the partial diffusion rates found in (1) can be calculated. Equating (1) and (13) produces:
These coupled equations are solved numerically (subject to appropriate boundary and initial conditions) using a predictor-corrector method. The FORTRAN code for solution of this set of differential equations is given in Appendix A. Alternately, they could be solved using Mathematica or any other packaged program for solution of partial differential equations. Recall that the diffusion constants depend on both c H and c D .
SPEM Modeling of Isotope Effects in Exchange
Boundary and Initial Conditions
To use the SPEM code, the initial isotope loading of the spherical hydride particle must be specified. To avoid numerical problems, isotope loadings must not be set to zero; instead use a small positive concentration (e.g., 0.001). Typical initial loadings are PdD 0.649 and PdH 0.001 although Santandrea and Behrens [18] provide the details on how to calculate H and D loadings in Pd as a function of pressure and temperature. These starting concentrations are uniform (independent of the radial position, r). At t = 0, the near surface concentrations are changed to PdD 0.001 and PdH 0.699 and held constant (this assumes that the surface kinetics are instantaneous and that the hydrogen goes to its equilibrium concentration in -Pd hydride at 298 K and 689,475 barye (10 psi). Similarly, PdD 0.649 corresponds to the equilibrium concentration of deuterium in -Pd deuteride at 298 K and 689,475 barye.
When solving partial differential equations numerically, it is good practice to avoid instantaneous changes in concentration boundary conditions. In reality, instantaneous changes in concentrations are not possible in a physical experiment: computationally they lead to numerical instabilities, particularly for large time steps. To avoid problems with the numerical solution, we sometimes used a linear ramp in concentration vs. time boundary condition. In all cases for which a linear ramp was used, the ramp time was several orders of magnitude shorter than the exchange time.
Another issue in any finite element numerical solution is selection of an appropriate time step. If the time step is too large, numerical instabilities result. If the time step is too small, the problem can be computationally burdensome. Because diffusion rates are an exponential function of temperature, small changes in temperature often produce large changes in the optimum time step. An appropriate time step is selected based on the following simple calculation. Solving the characteristic diffusion length [19] for time yields t = L 2 /4D where L (cm) is the characteristic length equal to the finite difference cell size and D (cm 2 /s) is the diffusion rate. The maximum time step for the model should be no more than t/10.
Predicting Exchange Rates as a Function of Temperature and Particle Size
One important question that the SPEM code can resolve is whether, for a given exchange time and temperature, when is bulk diffusion in β-Pd likely to be a rate limiting step? Figure 3 shows contour plots of deuterium remaining in a spherical particle during D→H exchange. The three contour plots corresponding to one, two, and three seconds of total exchange time. The particle size (x-axis) is from 1 to 25 m. The temperature (y-axis) ranges from 200 to 400 K. The contour corresponding to 50% exchange is highlighted in pink and labeled "0.5." The bulk diffusion is likely to be rate limiting for large particle sizes and/or low temperatures. 
Calculations for Analysis
One of the challenges in modeling exchange is to understand the "isotope effect." This refers to the experimental observation that D→H exchanges are faster than H→D exchanges. In other words, the evolution of hydrogen from a bed loaded with hydrogen and dosed with deuterium is faster than the evolution of deuterium from a bed dosed by hydrogen [5] . The purpose of this study was to determine whether the simulated exchange process in a single spherical Pd particle could produce the observed effect. In this study, the two relevant inputs to SPEM are systematically manipulated to determine their effect on exchange.
Within the framework of the SPEM code there are two isotope-dependent input variables. The first is the difference in the bulk diffusion rates of the two isotopes, hydrogen in -Pd hydride, and deuterium in -Pd deuteride. The Einstein diffusion constant data of Majorowski and Baranowski [16, Fig. 10 ] suggests that diffusion of deuterium is about 1.7 times faster than the diffusion of hydrogen at temperatures near room temperature (see also Figure 2 ).
The other isotope-dependent variable is the solubility (or stoichiometry) of each isotope in the hydride at the relevant operating pressure of the device. The difference in solubility of the two isotopes (at the same overpressure) is illustrated by Figure 1 of Wolfer et al. [14] . For pressures less than about 68,947,573 barye (1,000 psi), the solubility of hydrogen is about 5% larger than the solubility of deuterium.
To understand the role of these two variables, the eight simulations listed in Table 2 were conducted. Each cell in the table represents two exchanges, H→D and D→H. Case 1 is a trivial case in which both the diffusion rates and the stoichiometries of the two isotopes are identical. This verified that, with identical inputs for H and D, H→D and D→H runs are identical. This also provided a simple reference case for quantitative comparison to the other cases. Figure 4 shows the total quantities of hydrogen and deuterium present in a 10-m sphere at 300 K during the Case-1 exchange event. Table 2 : Test-run summary. For each case, both an H→D and a D→H exchange were simulated. The particle radius was 10 m, the temperature was 300 K and the simulation spanned ten seconds. Case 2 involved changing the diffusion rate of deuterium to be 1.7 times the diffusion rate of hydrogen. Calculated are: the isotope release of H in an H→D simulation and the release of D in a D→H simulation. The results are shown in Figure 5 . The biggest effect is that release of D in a D→H exchange becomes faster than the release of H in an H→D exchange. As demonstrated later, the faster release of deuterium due to the higher deuterium diffusion rate appears to be the biggest contributor to the "isotope effect." The different stoichiometries for hydrogen and deuterium make it more difficult to compare the exchange rates because the quantity of one isotope released in an exchange is no longer equal to the amount of the other isotope consumed by the exchange. To facilitate comparison to the first two cases, the release of hydrogen in Cases 3 and 4 is highlighted. In other words, we compare the H→D reactions for Cases 3 and 4 to the reactions in Cases 1 and 2. Figure 6 shows the amounts of H and D in a -Pd sphere for Case 3. To quantitatively compare the four cases, the rate of evolution of the initially loaded isotope is plotted in Figure 8 . For the H→D reaction, the rate of H 2 evolution is plotted and for the D→H reaction, the rate of D 2 evolution is plotted. Case 1 is the black curve in all three plots to serve as reference.
Stoichiometry
Consider first the H→D reaction. For Case 2, increasing the deuterium diffusion rate (D D = 1.7D H ) notably increases the deuterium release rate, allowing faster H→D exchanges. For Case 3, decreasing the initial deuterium loading, PdD 0.65 , decreases the deuterium release rate. For Case 4, which is most representative of a real system, the two competing effects (higher diffusion rate increases release but reduced deuterium loading decreases release) largely cancel leaving the rate of deuterium evolution for Case 4 essentially equal to Case 1. Now consider the D→H reaction. For Case 2, increasing the deuterium diffusion rate has only a slight effect on the hydrogen release rate. For Case 3, decreasing the final deuterium loading allows the uptake of deuterium to occur more rapidly thereby increasing the rate at which hydrogen in released. For Case 4, the evolution of hydrogen is essentially identical to Case 3.
Based on this analysis, it would appear that the reason why H→D exchange is faster than D→H exchange is due to the difference in stoichiometry of PdH and PdD under the same pressure and temperature. 
Conclusion
A model for isotope exchange in palladium hydride spheres has been developed. It incorporates the most recent results for diffusion rates and for pressure-composition-temperature data available for H and D in Pd. An important part of this model is the interaction of the two isotopes on the interstitial sites of the Pd. This interaction is due both to the entropy of mixing and to elastic and electronic interactions between H and D. These effects are essential for any realistic model of isotope exchange in solid particles.
The model was applied to two example problems. The first investigated the time required for the solid exchange reaction as a function of time and temperature. These data can be used to determine if solid-state exchange might be a rate limiting factor at a given temperature and particle size. The second application was to investigate the role that solid exchange might play in the "isotope effect." Differing stoichiometry of PdH and PdD in equilibrium with gas at a given temperature and pressure was the largest contributor to the isotope effect in solid particles. 
